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PASS REGIONAL PRESENCE
When asked about regional directors, Greg Low pointed out that, in the past, regions
were left to individual leaders, leaving some regions successful and some neglected.
The focus now is on building regional teams with decision making structures and
budgets in place that report back to the Board. The idea is for regional committees to
reward chapters that show growth. The Board hopes that these regional groups
develop close relationships with local areas. To improve that relationship, regional
landing pages have been created with full contact details as well as links to local
chapters with maps of where they meet. Rushabh Mehta noted PASS doesn't control
communication between chapter leaders and members, which is an issue to be
addressed to foster more effective relationships between regions and local chapters.
ORGANIZATION’S ROLE IN THE COMMUNITY
Wayne Snyder defined the PASS "target audience" as "anyone who uses SQL Server and
knows it". When an attendee noted that that PASS should be seen as an "enabler and
not a niche", Kevin Kline mentioned that PASS has collaborated better with former
competitors in the wake of a Microsoft meeting in order to become an “enabler”, and
that the Board must continue to foster this evolution. SQL Saturdays were raised by
attendees as an example of a potential competitor. Andy Warren stated that SQL
Saturdays were not intended to compete with PASS, and, in fact, play more of a partner
role. He mentioned that PASS is less interested in being the "umbrella organization"
and is rather aiming to "be in the ring of communities", looking for opportunities where
other companies and organizations do not fill a niche.
SERVING THE COMMUNITY BEYOND THE ANNUAL SUMMIT
To make PASS more than just the Summit, Board members highlighted a number of
ventures. Andy Warren discussed the plan to make http://www.sqlpass.org a portal
that points to the areas where PASS best serves its community. Rushabh Mehta noted
that the Board wants to "drive local energy" and outlined PASS's sponsorship of
community SQL events as well as potentially branching out into larger events with
Microsoft's help. Plans for the near future include doing more virtual events, even at a
local language level, and finding and engaging the best content-rich speakers in the
community. PASS is passionate about providing information, services, and resources on
a year-round basis, and is looking at more consistent strategic methods of achieving
this.
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THIRD PARTY VENDORS AND CHAPTERS
An attendee noted that many third party vendors share mutually beneficial goals with
PASS, yet there is very little collaboration. Attendees felt that any way PASS could
participate and ease the load of chapter leaders would be great, particularly by letting
local third party vendors get involved at the chapter level. A vendor representative
stated that they do not yet have a good metric to correlate revenue impact from
sponsoring PASS groups, but that some vendors are confident it's there, and that they
would be happy with a basic set of "rules of engagement". Douglas McDowell argued
that the term should be "partner", not "vendor" -- PASS holds greater value for its
members than ever before, and it would be most beneficial if chapters could strike up
partnerships with vendors under PASS's guidance. Bill Graziano thought that allowing
chapters to pick their own sponsorships would be a useful solution. Kevin Kline warned
that there is a fine balance between chapter independence and PASS support, and that
institutional knowledge and service support requires giving up more independence.
Board members were amenable to a structured process of involving vendor partners at
the chapter level.
BOARD ENGAGEMENT WITH THE COMMUNITY
Attendees challenged the Board to provide better feedback to the community and aim
to be more transparent, beyond just responding directly to chapter leaders. A public
statement, such as a periodical Board report from all Directors, was suggested.
Rushabh Mehta noted that a format had to be found to keep the community informed,
and that the Board also needs to find a proper way to survey the community to find and
address important issues. From the Board's perspective, information provided to the
community must be carefully chosen to avoid venting private, personal issues on a
global front. When asked what chapter leaders could provide for the Board, Douglas
McDowell suggested that, other than the Summit, the three key ways of reaching the
community are virtual and local events and chapter involvement, so feedback from
chapter leaders about their local areas is critical.
PASS COMMUNITY PROJECTS
Rushabh Mehta discussed the Board’s intent to become more strategic and to leave
tactical execution to community leaders and paid staff using project templates. Rick
Heiges mentioned that 24 Hours of PASS (a good example of this methodology) had a
template but could still be improved, again illustrating the need for good community
feedback. Kevin Kline pointed out that the Board is looking for a set of "hard guidelines
that are always reliable to hold someone accountable for", a role that would be filled by
paid staff (Headquarters), while also outlining more flexible roles that could be filled by
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volunteers. The issue now is to find the best way to create these templates and to
develop rules to know which types of roles are better for Headquarters and which roles
are better for volunteers.
COMMUNITY FEEDBACK AND SUGGESTIONS
The Board would like to put a proposal process in place for the community to suggest
projects and state its expectations. Rushabh Mehta noted that policies, procedures,
and processes are being created. Kevin Kline warned that implementing these things is
a function of Board time, but suggested that the Board would continue to make it a
priority. The Board pointed out that tools can be put in place to "harvest information"
from the community, but that the Board would need the community's help to prioritize
suggestions and demands. As Kevin Kline put it, "analysis" is required for large
proposals to determine their feasibility. Bill Graziano stated that, presently, community
members could contact Directors or HQ directly to provide feedback, but admitted that
this process doesn't scale. The Board agreed that a scalable feedback process should
be implemented.
PASS ELECTIONS
Attendees criticized the low elections turnout and the elections process as a whole. The
Board pointed out that the elections were advertised and that numbers were up from
previous years, but agreed that community involvement would help create a better
elections process, including clarifying who can vote and ensuring higher transparency.
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